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‘When someone mentions the City of Cambridge, you probably think of a particularly iconic building… its graceful 
face overlooking the sighing river, smiling enigmatically on the loves and ambitions, the hopes and dreams of all 
those who have ever travelled the lazy Cam in midsummer... and it’s a safe bet that the one thought which doesn’t 
occur to you is that the Chapel might not be there by Christmas.’ 
 

Described by Mishal Husain as ‘a story with a tremendous sense of place’, Anne Atkins’ first novel in 20 years 
follows the lives of autistic junior research fellow Theo and first year undergraduate Charlotte, thrown together in 
an unlikely friendship as they investigate a deadly threat to their beloved city.  
 

Along the way, we meet a host of colourful characters, including Charlotte’s friend Suki, traumatised by a sexual 
assault from a senior tutor; young chorister Hui, whose family’s cryptocurrency factory in China could have a vital 
role to play in averting disaster; academic Clare, wary of romance after having her heart broken; and master of the 
college Peter, juggling pressures from the BBC with the security demands of a high-profile Royal Visitor attending 
the famous Nine Lessons and Carols centenary service. Meanwhile a shadowy figure from Theo's past is stalking 
him - someone whose sinister plans aim to change the skyline of Cambridge and the lives of its inhabitants forever. 
 

The authorities and security forces breathe a sigh of relief when the threat seems thwarted. But Theo knows his 
adversary will stop at nothing. As Christmas Eve draws closer, Theo and Charlotte become involved in a race 
against time and a ruthless lone operator, whose sophisticated multi-layered plot is set on unleashing death and 
destruction at the centre of one of the world’s best-loved services and chapels, creating a truly ‘bleak midwinter’. 
 

A notable and moving aspect of An Elegant Solution is its deep and intimate understanding of Asperger Syndrome: 
Theo is inspired by Anne’s son Alexander, who has also been instrumental in supplying the technical details of  
the story. A proportion of the royalties from this book will be donated to Cambridge's new Autism Centre of 
Excellence. Exploring trust and betrayal, sexual exploitation, cryptocurrency and Bitcoin, maths and music,  
Virgil and Sophocles, punting and May Balls, and much more - including an exciting, world-changing mathematical 
breakthrough by Theo - An Elegant Solution is a delightful and captivating novel from an accomplished writer. 
 

“Anne Atkins' wonderful and engaging new novel… paints a portrait of a gentle character with a beautiful mind, 
with a refreshingly original perspective on every situation. Anne Atkins reveals the deep connection between autism 
and minds that can find elegant solutions to both timeless mathematical problems, and those we encounter every 
day."       Professor Simon Baron-Cohen, Director, Autism Research Centre, Cambridge University 
 

About the author: Anne Atkins is a well-known English novelist, writer and broadcaster, and regular contributor to BBC 
Radio 4's ‘Thought for the Day’. She took an involuntary - and long - break from writing fiction when their son was 
diagnosed with Asperger Syndrome, their daughter repeatedly hospitalized with a severe mental illness and the family 
made homeless by her husband’s employing Anglican church. Anne now lives with her family in Bedford, England.  

 

For media enquiries, to discuss author interviews, articles and extracts, or to request a review copy,  
please contact Rhoda Hardie at rhoda.hardie.pr@gmail.com or on 0781 542 7111. 
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** 24 December 2018 marks 100 years of Kings College’s  
Nine Lessons and Carols service, broadcast on Christmas Eve ** 
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Anne Atkins’ first novel in 20 years brings together a race against time, 
a terrorist threat and her personal insights into Asperger Syndrome 
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